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CORONAVIRUS

Russian cyberspies are trying to steal vaccine research, say U.K., U.S. and Canada

Hackers linked to Russia's intelligence services launched “despicable attacks against those doing vital work to combat the coronavirus pandemic,” a British intelligence official said.

By William Booth, Adam Taylor and Ellen Nakashima
47 minutes ago
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(Monica Rodman/The Post)
Perspective

What’s it like in the NBA’s Disney bubble? Hotel room workouts and lots of time to think, writes The Post’s NBA
reporter.

Ben Golliver’s reporting assignment requires a strict seven-day quarantine before he can walk by the fountain he can see from his hotel room, report on games or even mosey down
the hall to the ice machine.

By Ben Golliver
5 hours ago

Ga. governor forbids cities, counties from requiring masks as cases surge

By Meagan Flynn
7 hours ago

30-year fixed mortgage rate falls to lowest level in history

By Kathy Orton
3 hours ago
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Access to these updates is free
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Florida reports record coronavirus deaths
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Protesters arrested after blocking summer-school buses in Detroit
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Russia hopes experimental coronavirus vaccine will be world’s first to win approval, head of wealth fund says
4:17 PM
Target, CVS Health will require customers to wear masks
3:50 PM
Pelosi compares Trump to ‘a man who refuses to ask for directions’

Young farmers and farmers of color shut out of federal assistance during the pandemic

By Laura Reiley
3 hours ago

Guide to the Pandemic
Places with highest daily reported cases per capita
Weekly trend of daily new reported cases per 100,000 residents
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Worldwide

Where states reopened and cases spiked
Your Life at Home
How about a single-person sauna or a touchless service? With coronavirus, spas get creative.

Perspective

This prestigious New York theater has an unlikely season coming. All of the titles are TBA.
New movies to stream this week: ‘The Sunlit Night,’ ‘Blessed Child’ and more
Read more

Full coverage and resources

Sign up to get our Coronavirus Updates newsletter
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Travon Brown talks to the crowd gathered July 3 for his second Black Lives Matter protest in Marion, Va. (Earl Neikirk for The Post)
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Travon Brown, with a blue megaphone, leads a Black Lives Matter protest march through Marion on July 3. (Earl Neikirk for The Post)
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Confederate flags were waved near the July 3 protest. (Earl Neikirk for The Post)
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American Patriots Ride counterprotesters on July 3 drive past the Smyth County Courthouse, once the site of slave auctions. (Earl Neikirk for The Post)
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A teen led a Black Lives Matter protest in his small town. A cross was burned in his yard.

Travon Brown, 17, organized the march in Marion, Va. Then came death threats, a neighbor’s arrest and another, even bigger demonstration.

By Michael E. Miller
6 hours ago

Sen. Hawley calls for probe of St. Louis prosecutor over case of couple who pointed guns at protesters

The Republican senator called the investigation of the McCloskeys an “abuse of power and threat to the Second Amendment.”

By Tom Jackman
1 hour ago

Confederate flag again flown over NASCAR race

The flag towed over Wednesday night’s all-star race in Bristol, Tenn., included a website URL related to a group called Sons of Confederate Veterans.

By Des Bieler
7 hours ago
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Here are the reasons Trump is losing so badly

By Jennifer Rubin

Biden’s pitch is an implicit but devastating punch at Trump
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Trump can’t land a blow on Biden, and it’s driving him crazy
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This is Facebook’s chance to hit the reset button
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I still believe in the American Dream. But I know why so many others don’t.

By Joe Scarborough
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Many campus health centers already provided substandard care. Enter the coronavirus.

At college health centers, students have long battled misdiagnoses and inaccessible care. This fall, they’ll face a pandemic, too. Medical supply shortages continue in the United
States. And the power of a food boycott.

Trump replaces campaign manager as polls show him trailing Biden

Plus, mask mandates catch on as states and businesses try to bypass a toxic debate, and a fight over nude swimming marks return of pre-coronavirus banalities in Europe.
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Forty years later, the U.S. boycott of the 1980 Moscow Summer Games still resonates for the athletes

They had trained for years. They had dreamed of gold medals. They had hoped to represent the United States and showcase their talents to the world. But their dreams were sacrificed
to geopolitical affairs that remain controversial.

By Rick Maese
4 hours ago
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Analysis

Michael Cohen is asked to sign agreement that may violate First Amendment rights, lawyers say
The former Trump "fixer" is back in federal prison after refusing to agree not to write a tell-all book.

By Tom Hamburger
4 hours ago

Perspective

The weird masculinity of Donald Trump

Looking at the president’s gender performance very beautifully and strongly.

By Monica Hesse
6 hours ago

Mary Trump says the U.S. has devolved into a version of her ‘incredibly dysfunctional family’
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Fahim Saleh, slain tech CEO, helped bring big tech to the developing world

By Jacob Bogage
40 minutes ago

That sound you’re hearing is classical music’s long overdue reckoning with racism

By Michael Andor Brodeur
6 hours ago

He stockpiled Washington NFL trademarks for years. Then the backlash erupted online.

By Rick Maese
21 hours ago
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Politics
Election 2020

Analysis

Trump shook up his campaign. The GOP can’t shake up what it needs to: Trump.

Republicans have spent three-plus years accommodating the president's impulses, which makes a true course-correction extremely difficult.

By Aaron Blake
7 hours ago

Wealthy, longtime Democratic donors boosted Biden
New filings now show the donors behind the former vice president’s cash bump, including billionaire investor George Soros.

By Michelle Ye Hee Lee and Anu Narayanswamy
7 hours ago

Jamaal Bowman takes a photo with Janice Simpson at Lloyd’s Carrot Cake. (Michael Noble Jr. for The Post)
Jamaal Bowman takes a photo with Janice Simpson at Lloyd’s Carrot Cake. (Michael Noble Jr. for The Post)
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How a middle school principal used the AOC playbook against a 16-term incumbent

Jamaal Bowman is one of two black, first-time candidates poised to reshape Democratic politics in New York’s suburbs.

By Jada Yuan
7 hours ago

The Latest

Top health official violated federal contracting rules, HHS inspector general finds

Analysis

Why we don’t know how many Americans will die from the resurging coronavirus pandemic

Analysis

Trump keeps choosing all the wrong battles

Analysis

New data on partisanship kneecaps a key Trump campaign argument about its bad poll numbers

Lawmakers across the country declare racism a public health crisis
More Politics Headlines

World
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau at a news conference in Ottawa on July 8. (David Kawai/Bloomberg News)

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau at a news conference in Ottawa on July 8. (David Kawai/Bloomberg News)

Trudeau said he took ‘many lessons’ from his last ethics scandal. Now he’s in another one.

Canada’s ethics watchdog has launched a third investigation of the prime minister, this time over a contract awarded to a charity that has paid speaking fees to his mother and brother.

By Amanda Coletta
1 hour ago

Today's WorldView
Analysis

Barbados wants you to work from its beaches during the pandemic

Not all nations are closing their borders amid the coronavirus.

By Adam Taylor
13 hours ago

Woman who joined Islamic State as teenager can return to Britain to challenge citizenship revocation, court rules

By Siobhán O'Grady and Rick Noack
2 hours ago

The Latest

27 world leaders will meet in the same room Friday after four months of Zoom diplomacy

Vatican urges bishops not to dismiss sex abuse claims

Top E.U. court ruling throws transatlantic digital commerce into disarray over privacy concerns

What’s reopened and what’s still restricted in 16 cities around the world

China’s economy bounces back more quickly than expected from coronavirus

Arrests made during anti-Netanyahu protest
More World Headlines

National

Another federal execution carried out after divided Supreme Court ruling

Federal officials in Indiana executed Wesley Purkey, 68. The court again issued orders after 2 a.m. clearing the execution to occur.

By Mark Berman
3 hours ago

The Technology 202
Analysis

Twitter just proved it can’t keep the accounts of global leaders safe

That has massive implications for politics and the corporate world.
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By Cat Zakrzewski
4 hours ago

Twitter outage hit National Weather Service office during tornado warning

Pattie, a resident at Phoenix Assisted Care, asks for a pen pal as part of the facility's program (Victorian Senior Care)
Pattie, a resident at Phoenix Assisted Care, asks for a pen pal as part of the facility's program (Victorian Senior Care)

Residents at this senior center asked for pen pals. They’ve gotten nearly 20,000 letters.

So many letters were sent that the facility's parent company decided to spread the love around, running a pen-pal campaign for all 900-plus residents across 14 care centers.

By Cathy Free
7 hours ago

More Headlines: National
Health
Science
Climate & Environment

Health & Science

Hospital officials, experts say new federal rules for covid-19 reporting will add burdens during pandemic

What you need to know about coronavirus

Some researchers and politicians call for pregnant women to be included in coronavirus vaccine testing

Why do bats have so many viruses?

Business & Technology
Rose Carter, of Lexington, Ky., waits in a line outside a temporary unemployment office in Frankfort on June 17. (Bryan Woolston/Reuters)

Rose Carter, of Lexington, Ky., waits in a line outside a temporary unemployment office in Frankfort on June 17. (Bryan Woolston/Reuters)
Analysis

9 charts show the good, the bad and the alarming of the economic recovery

Parts of the economy have rebounded more than 80 percent, but others are barely 25 percent recovered.

By Heather Long
7 hours ago

1.3 million filed new jobless claims last week

The Energy 202
Analysis

The oil lobby is already finding fault with Biden’s new climate plan
They say his plan to mandate a transition from gas-fired power to renewables will hasten the ongoing decline of union jobs and add to the strife the industry is already feeling due to
the coronavirus pandemic.

By Dino Grandoni
5 hours ago

Retail sales jump 7.5 percent in June even as new coronavirus outbreaks stall reopenings

By Taylor Telford
3 hours ago

The Latest

Phil Spencer on the ‘console war’ mentality, and Xbox’s shift away from the box

1.3 million more workers file new unemployment claims last week

Dr Disrespect is speaking again

Sports
Yan Gomes, left, and Daniel Hudson won't be able to see their families much while playing baseball in 2020. (Jonathan Newton /The Post)

Yan Gomes, left, and Daniel Hudson won't be able to see their families much while playing baseball in 2020. (Jonathan Newton /The Post)

For Daniel Hudson, playing in 2020 means barely seeing family. He’s not alone.

Hudson's wife and three young girls will spend most of this season in Phoenix, where they live year-round. Around the league, and around the Nationals’ clubhouse, players and
coaches are making similar trade-offs.

By Jesse Dougherty
1 day ago

Tiger Woods’s return at the Memorial: Stacked field awaits the PGA Tour icon

By Matt Bonesteel
9 hours ago
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Del Mar cancels racing after 22 positive covid-19 tests among jockeys, track workers

By Matt Bonesteel
4 hours ago

The Latest

Dwyane Wade deletes pro-Nick Cannon tweet, says he has ‘ZERO tolerance for any hate speech!’

Capitals’ 2019 first-round pick could make his NHL debut in playoff restart

Analysis

The Cowboys have a Dak problem, and more takeaways from NFL’s franchise tag deadline

Analysis

Penguins’ playoff hopes look solid; Wild upset chances strong

Inside the NBA bubble with a sports reporter

If Washington picks Red Tails, Tuskegee Airmen nonprofit wants to make sure it’s done right
More Sports Headlines

D.C., Md. & Va.
A mobile testing facility provided by the CDC in the District. (Win Mcnamee/Getty Images)

A mobile testing facility provided by the CDC in the District. (Win Mcnamee/Getty Images)
CORONAVIRUS

D.C. slips in key metric as region sees highest caseload in weeks

Leaders are monitoring a recent rise in cases in hopes of staving off outbreaks like those elsewhere in the country.

By Fenit Nirappil, Ovetta Wiggins, Rachel Chason and Dana Hedgpeth
20 hours ago

After 20 straight days with 90-degree temperatures or higher, D.C. may tie its record Thursday
Even if we manage to miss 90 on Thursday, there are many more 90-degree days to come.

By Ian Livingston and Andrew Freedman
2 hours ago

George Mason student is charged with selling ‘ghost guns’ and automatic trigger devices

By Tom Jackman
3 hours ago

Known deaths and cases

Those we have lost to coronavirus

Weather

D.C.-area forecast: Seasonably toasty today, but will we hit 90? Hotter and muggier into the weekend.
More Regional Headlines

For the first time, Trump administration uses terrorism charges against an alleged MS-13 leader

Helicopter pilot in fatal Charlottesville crash lost control and lacked key training from state, NTSB says

Man suffers burns while setting a Supreme Court police vehicle on fire in D.C., authorities say
The Latest
‘Where do we go from here?’ D.C.-area clergy, police talk reform, racism and mental health.

After last-minute change, D.C. says it wants students back but will wait and watch virus
More D.C., Md. & Va. Headlines

Lifestyle
(iStock)

(iStock)
Perspective

I was a reluctant sports mom — until the pandemic took baseball away

When sports were shut off, there was a part of me that welcomed the logistical pause. But in the months that followed, as the fields remained closed, I began to notice what really had
been lost.

By Katie Butler
4 hours ago
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6 ways to get that hygge feeling, even in the summer swelter

By Lindsey M. Roberts
1 day ago

Nick Cannon fired by ViacomCBS for ‘hateful speech’ and ‘anti-Semitic conspiracy theories’ in podcast

By Bethonie Butler
3 hours ago

Advice
Carolyn Hax: Daughter wants to see distant dad, but he’s stuck in neutral
Ask Amy: Inheritance leads to a Dickens of a problem
Miss Manners: Politely keeping someone off the board

Arts & Entertainment
“Glee” actresses Naya Rivera, left, and Amber Riley perform in the “Duets” episode, which aired in 2010. (Twentieth Century Fox/Everett Collection)

“Glee” actresses Naya Rivera, left, and Amber Riley perform in the “Duets” episode, which aired in 2010. (Twentieth Century Fox/Everett Collection)
Perspective

Santana began ‘Glee’ as a typical mean girl. Naya Rivera made her so much more.

Naya Rivera brought heart to her portrayal of caustic cheerleader Santana Lopez in "Glee." The actress’s death, confirmed Monday, is the latest tragedy to afflict a young cast that has
on multiple occasions been forced to mourn one of its own.

By Sonia Rao
21 hours ago

Books
Review

In Stephen Graham Jones’s riveting ‘The Only Good Indians,’ old friends try to outrun a past mistake

By Martha Anne Toll
5 hours ago

The ‘Dixie’ is gone. The Chicks are forever.

By Emily Yahr
6 hours ago

The Latest

Books
Review

In ‘A History of My Brief Body,’ Billy-Ray Belcourt triumphs over oppression through lyric essays

Entertainment

Style Invitational Week 1393: Second-chance (acned conches?) for anagrams

Going Out Guide

The best things to do — virtually and in person — while quarantined in the D.C. area

TV

What to watch on Thursday: ‘Fatal Affair’ on Netflix

Museums

Smithsonian’s National Museum of African Art accused of culture of racism
More Arts & Entertainment Headlines

Food
(Tom McCorkle for The Post; food styling by Lisa Cherkasky for The Post)

(Tom McCorkle for The Post; food styling by Lisa Cherkasky for The Post)

It’s everything but the bagel with this summer tomato tart inspired by a deli favorite

It's got an everything spice crust, herbed cream cheese filling and lots of juicy sliced tomatoes on top.

By Becky Krystal
1 day ago

Restaurant Review
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In a summer that’s anything but carefree, a lobster roll brings back memories

By Tim Carman
1 day ago

Do as the Sicilians do and make a tray of refreshing almond granita

By Ellie Krieger
3 hours ago

Recipes

Workhorse ingredients get a refresh in this honey-garlic chicken sheet-pan dinner

You can make sazón at home. All you need are some common kitchen spices.

Make the most of your zucchini bounty with these 6 summery recipes

Perspective

My father taught me about Black food and identity. Now that he’s gone, cookbooks fill the gap.

Perspective

A compound butter made from collard greens enriches these roasted sweet potatoes

Peak summer corn doesn’t need to be cooked. This bright salad with snap peas and zucchini proves it.
More Recipes and Food Headlines

Travel
(Olivier Morin/AFP/Getty Images; Cameron Spencer/Getty Images)

(Olivier Morin/AFP/Getty Images; Cameron Spencer/Getty Images)

You can’t go to the Olympics, but you can chill with an Olympian through Airbnb Experiences

The festival of online opportunities will put fans face-to-face with the world's best athletes.

By Natalie B. Compton
6 hours ago

A definitive ranking of the 16 best road trip snacks of all time

By Natalie B. Compton
1 day ago

Three Spirit Airlines passengers arrested in connection with assault against staff at Fla. airport

By Natalie B. Compton
28 minutes ago

The Latest

Airbnb can survive the pandemic. But can Airbnb hosts?

Perspective

How to do your laundry while traveling

Photos | An inside look at Disney park reopenings around the world

The future of travel, according to Scott Keyes of Scott’s Cheap Flights

Perspective

It was supposed to be a pregnancy full of travel. Instead, I spent it in lockdown.

Disney World set to reopen despite severe outbreak unfolding in Florida
More Travel Headlines

Visual Stories
(Peyton Fulford)In Sight

(Peyton Fulford)
Nearly 1,300 people applied for this year’s Women Photograph grants. Here are the winners.

(Jonathan Ernst/REUTERS)Graphic
(Jonathan Ernst/REUTERS)
With wave of major rulings, Roberts and Supreme Court emerge as powerful counterweight to Trump and Congress
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Demand for anti-racist literature is up. These black bookstore owners hope it lasts.

Visual Story
Surviving on, and maybe losing, a contested land

(Andre Chung for The Post)Story
(Andre Chung for The Post)
Surgeon General Jerome Adams may be the nicest guy in the Trump administration. But is that what America needs right now?

(Matt McClain/The Post)Photos
(Matt McClain/The Post)
Here are 16 of the week’s best photos

Stories from The Lily
The Lily, a publication of The Washington Post, elevates stories about women.
‘How many women of color have to cry?’: Top feminist organizations are plagued by racism, 20 former staffers say

Moms are working dramatically fewer hours than dads during coronavirus. It’s a ‘red flag’ for what’s ahead.

Perspective
‘I walk around the world with my nerves exposed’: This is how I experience anxiety

Perspectives from PostEverything
The conversation is bigger than you think.

PostEverything

Arizona reopened too fast. Epidemiologists knew it, but we couldn’t stop it.

PostEverything

Allowing unemployment benefits to expire is political and economic malpractice

PostEverything

The Trumps think rules don’t apply to them. Their Goya endorsements prove it.
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